Recent Earthquake Information
1) Start with the USGS “Latest Earthquakes” map
(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/)
I. Find the earthquake of interest on the map (don’t
see it? Click the gear icon on the top right to
adjust your settings.)
II. Click on that earthquake’s dot
III. Click on hyperlinked short summary pop-up
(bottom-left if on desktop, bottom on mobile)
IV. You are now at the “Event Page”
2) Now, Learn More with the “Event Page”
*Earthquake event information may update as scientists continue to evaluate additional data check the event page frequently.*
● Most important factors for quickly assessing an earthquake’s potential impact:
○ ShakeMap/Intensity - “ShakeMap” shows the ground shaking as estimated from the earthquake
epicenter, depth and magnitude, data from nearby seismometers, and in some cases, “Did You Feel
It?” observations. The default view shows the measured ground shaking converted into shaking
intensity (MMI). Available within a few minutes of a significant earthquake happening.
○ PAGER - Provides fatality and economic loss impact estimates following significant earthquakes
worldwide. Available within a few minutes of a significant earthquake happening..
● Other factors:
○ History? Click on “Regional Information” for a contextual, historical summary.
○ Public reports? Click “Did You Feel It?” for crowdsourced maps and data showing where the
earthquake was felt and how strongly.
○ Tsunami? Tsunami messages are officially issued and posted by the National Weather Service at
www.tsunami.gov. A “tsunami” button will appear in the Event Pages panes if the NWS sends any
type of notification after an earthquake. The notification may indicate NO TSUNAMI is expected, or
that a tsunami IS EXPECTED..
○ Magnitude? Not as societally important as intensity; magnitude relates how much energy was
released during the earthquake, not how much shaking or damage there was.
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